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Wisdom is a key to wealth, health, and happiness. More valuable than knowledge, wisdom is gained

by learning from the past to find solutions in the present. By examining the words of presidents,

philosophers, billionaires, and thought leaders, any person can bridge the gap between where they

are and where they are meant to be.Divided into ten easy-to-read sections, Illuminations exposes

secrets of prosperity found in the words and teachings of this planet's greatest minds, including

Steve Jobs, Abraham Lincoln, Albert Einstein, J.K. Rowling, Epicurus, Mahatma Gandhi, and

dozens more. Topics include:Power & LeadershipLove & RelationshipsWealth & SuccessFame &

PrestigeKnowledge & WisdomChoices & DecisionsHardships & BraveryScience & BeliefHealth &

HealingLife & DeathIlluminations is a compass for all who seek lives of greatness.
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Illuminations is a must read for any follower of the light. Its jammed packed with useful wisdom that

can be applied to many various situgions one may encounter in life. The illuminati chose great

political, religious, and historical icons to quote in sharing what they felt was a go-to guide when one



seeks advice, or just thoughts to ponder.They speak of many things in this book, but one topic that

honed in on me personally, was their subject of death. Not many people give solid advice on how to

view death. I recently lost my grandmother, and watching her helth slowly dwindle in the past few

monthes was difficult to endure. More than once I went to illuminations to reference back and be

able to properly accept part of the universal life cycle. This book gave me support and something to

fall back on plenty of times.I highly suggest it to ANYONE who needs philosophical viewpoints or

just generally wise advice.Sincerly to the Illuminati organization, Thank You for the bottom of my

heart for helping me grow and evolve in multiple aspects.I love this book along with the First

Testament and the Illuminati Orgnization.A special THANKs to DÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â¸DIS for making the

logistics and printing available and making it an easy buy and handling the shipping. You shine the

light around the globe ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€•Ã‚Âº

After reading The First Testament 3 times within one week last February in 2015 and learning about

the mind-blowing secrets of The Illuminati, I was left with burning desire to know and understand

MORE. And exactly a year later in February of 2016, my wish was granted with Illuminations

Volume 1.I thought the entire book was packed with powerful advice. But these are the chapters

that resonated with me the most:The part about Power & Leadership went into further depth about

the difference between what it means to be a true leader and what it means to be a

followerÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•the difference between the lions and the sheep. I love the part that says

followers seek to earn money, power, and influence for it's own sake. But true leaders seek to

enrich the lives others and become powerful in the process.The part about Fame & Prestige

resonated with me by illustrating how fame usually comes to those who are too focused on the Light

to be concerned with it.The part about Wealth & Success caught my attention by explaining how

wealth can actually become someone's achilles heel if it is not managed or used wisely. Money is

just a means to an end that can be used to create greater accomplishments and serve others.

Seeking Purpose, Knowledge, and Wisdom can help one manage one's wealth successfully.And

the part about Knowledge & Wisdom reinforced my already strong belief in the power and value of

self-education as a guide for life's mazes.In conclusion, I have to say I love the Illuminations. They

provide deeper insight into the value system and principles of The Illuminati as well as guidance for

my own journey to greatness.Keep em coming.-MM

Wonderful wisdom! Some would say it's b.s., but in truth this book is Truth! Right now I am going

through a very difficult time, and the wisdom in this book is helping me extraordinarily!



ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€•Ã‚Âº True, the quotes each section spins off of can be found elsewhere, but just

because the pieces can be found elsewhere, doesn't mean the complete puzzle can be created

from them. The authors know what they're doing. This book isn't just a quote book, each quote has

its meaning, as does its explanation, but also how the quotes fit together and every specific word

chosen for this book has a symbolism and a relationship to everything else. The wisdom isn't just in

the quotes but in the book as a whole and how it's assembled. Bless The Authors for this book, and

for their Guidance for the Whole World.

I'm amazed! This book is much more than I expected!It's an easy reading proving it's not necessary

complicated explanations to the questions everyone have about important things of our lives.The

secrets of prosperity is really here!The good thing after reading the whole book, it becomes a

bedside book to read the specific topic we need depending the moment we are living and

enlightening our minds.It's a collective of wisdom examples and teachings those open our mind and

fill it with guidance to a wealth, health and happy life.After reading Illuminations: Wisdom from this

Planet's Greatest Minds , I feel renewed and ready to follow my journey wisely.

This book is a great read. It brings the reader an opening of the mind. The wisdom that is relayed to

the reader is relevant to all walks of life. It gives you an insight into how the powerful think & act.

Everyone can gain relatable knowledge that can be imparted to the next generation. Thank you for

opening my mind & eyes to the realities of this life.

This book has shown or taugh me lot of wisdom, and I just can't get enough of reading it. I would

recommend it to every reader out their who seeks extra wisdom of this univers. Thanks to  for their

best selling of rare books.

If you sometimes find yourself in need of a fresh perspective, maybe the right words, or just an

uplifting and maybe motivating quote to help you refocus....Illuminations delivers...in triplicate!Once

read, you might just find yourself often diving back into its pages for the sometimes comforting, ever

confident, and always supportive guidance that it ceaselessly offers up like a prized trove. Some of

the deepest and most piercing gems of some of the greatest minds to ever grace the earth, are

contained herein.

This book is a good thought provoking book but there's really no " secrets " in the book. It a really



short read, takes about 20 mins to finish the book if your a reader. At the same time I enjoyed the

book and it's a good book to keep in my library, I'm sure I'll read through it again. At the end of the

day for the price I would recommend the book to family and friends, the only reason I gave 4 stars

and not 5 is because it's a really short book with no new information or ideas but at the same time

it's still encouraging.
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